STANDARD FEATURES

OPTION NOTES

FINAL APPROVAL SIGNATURE

FABRICATION CAN PROCEED ACCORDING TO THE SPECIFICATION SHOWN EXCEPT AS NOTED.

ELECTRICAL OPTIONS

1. INSULATED 1" THICK BLUE FOAM PANEL & FIBERGLASS THERMAL BREAKS AROUND DOOR PERIMETER
2. QUAD SEALING SIDE COLUMNS, DUAL HEAD SEALS
3. I/O EXPANSION BOARD
4. 208, 230, & 460V REQUIRES 20 AMP SERVICE. 575V REQUIRES 15 AMP SERVICE

UPGRADE OPTIONS

□ RIGHT HAND MOTOR MOUNT (LH STANDARD)
□ SINGLE SOURCE TRANSFORMER ($)
□ PATHWATCH SAFETY SYSTEM (2) SETS ($)
□ ROTARY DISCONNECT (NON-FUSED) ($)
□ BTA4 (BLUETOOTH ACCESS TERMINAL) ($)
□ NIGHT SWITCH FUNCTION:
□ SELECTOR SWITCH ON CONTROL BOX ($)
□ ACTIVE BOTTOM BAR ($)
□ SAFETY PHOTOEYES ($)
□ SIDE COLUMN WARMERS ($120V/10A)*
□ UNHEATED E-ZONE BLOWER ($120V/10A)*
□ *BLOWER AND SIDE COLUMN WARMERS REQUIRE A 120V SERVICE — OR — A SINGLE SOURCE TRANSFORMER

($*) — PRICING CHANGE IF NOT INCLUDED IN QUOTE

***PLEASE SPECIFY VOLTAGE***

*IF DOOR IS MOUNTED ON A FREEZER TO COOLER OPENING, DOOR, CONTROL PANEL, AND BLOWERS MUST BE MOUNTED TO THE WARM SIDE OF THE OPENING.